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Overview:  Two Types of Issues to Consider in Structuring 
and Managing International Sales Channels

• Managing international compliance risks:  How can your 
company be held liable for potential wrongful actions by or related to 
your sales channel partners?

• Structuring and managing the sales channel relationship, 
including protecting company rights, value, and business goals
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Presentation Structure/Agenda

• In this webinar, we will look at three key steps to manage both sets of 
issues:

– Pre-contract considerations, including identifying potential international compliance risks 
(e.g., FCPA, export controls, economic sanctions, competition laws) and conducting 
compliance due diligence/screening on potential sales channel partners

– Structuring and negotiating sales channel relationships, including key agreement provisions
• Terms related to compliance with export controls, economic sanctions, FCPA

• Dispute resolution

• Termination

• IP protection

• Payment and currency devaluation

• Other standard clauses (e.g., territory, confidentiality, indemnifications)

– Managing and monitoring the sales channel and distributor activities to ensure compliance 
and achievement of business goals
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – FCPA (1)

• Key FCPA elements:
– Prohibits illegal benefits paid directly or indirectly to foreign officials

– For public companies, FCPA requires maintenance of internal accounting controls

• Companies can be held liable for illegal payments by third parties of 
any type (including distributors or resellers) if company has “knowledge” 
of such payments

– Not just actual knowledge, but belief or facts suggesting “high probability” of illegal 
payments

– “Red flags”

• Companies can be held responsible for internal accounting controls 
failures if benefits are conveyed to third parties without proper 
authorization or steps to confirm legitimacy of transactions 
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – FCPA (2)

• DOJ/SEC FCPA Guide (2020):  “Third parties, including… 
distributors are commonly used to conceal the payment of bribes to 
foreign officials in international business transactions. Risk-based 
due diligence is particularly important with [such] third parties…”

• DOJ/SEC also consider policies and processes to vet, contract with, 
and manage third party relationships to be crucial element of 
effective corporate compliance program; will examine effectiveness 
in any investigation and account for it in resolution

• SEC has brought cases involving companies that cannot verify 
accuracy or legitimacy of payments to third parties (including 
distributors), even if no bribes were proven
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – FCPA (3)

• Sample FCPA cases involving distributors:  Beam Suntory; Stryker; 
Sanofi; Mead Johnson; Oracle; InVision

• US enforcement agencies will look at the substance of any 
relationship, not just its form; arm’s-length sales and other legal 
formalities creating separation in sales channels do not necessarily 
protect company responsibility for distributor/reseller actions under 
FCPA
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – Export Controls

• U.S. export controls on defense-related goods and technology (ITAR) 
and broader set of commercial goods and technology (EAR); based on 
various policy goals, including targeting of certain countries or 
prevention of technology transfers

• Key consideration:  Export controls attach to product or technology/ 
software itself and follow it wherever it goes and no matter who owns it 
– therefore, can affect distributors even after sale by company

• Cover re-exports to third countries or downstream/end-use customers

• Exporters can be held liable for violations if export to distributors in the 
face of “red flags” or without appropriate protection/warranties from 
distributors on export control compliance
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – Economic Sanctions

• Most common form of sanctions freeze or “block” property and interests in property of 
sanctioned persons; administered by OFAC/Treasury and regularly modified to 
include new persons or entities as intelligence allows and policies change

• Blocked persons added to the Specially Designated Nationals (SDN) List 
– All U.S. persons are required by law to block “property or interests in property” of sanctioned persons that 

are or come within their possession or control
– No transferring, paying, exporting, withdrawing, or dealing in blocked property
– No contribution or provision of funds, goods, or services by, to, or for the benefit of blocked person

• Prohibitions on “facilitation” and evasion -- U.S. persons cannot “approve, finance, 
facilitate, or guarantee” any transaction by non-U.S. persons (e.g., distributors) that 
would be prohibited if performed by U.S. person

• Non-U.S. persons also prohibited from engaging in any transaction that “causes” U.S. 
person to violate economic sanctions

• Effectively strict liability for violations of sanctions, though OFAC can consider 
mitigating factors, including steps taken to enforce rules on related parties
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – Anti-Money Laundering

• Anti-money laundering (AML) rules -- basic for non-financial 
companies; more extensive for financial institutions; can affect 
aspects of sales channel relationships, such as financing, 
discounting

• Like FCPA, AML laws can create constructive knowledge if 
transactions undertaken with awareness of “red flags”

• AML laws often paired with FCPA, sanctions laws
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Summary on International Compliance Risks

• Under the various laws noted, actions by distributors/sales channel 
partners can create liability for a company, even if relationship is 
otherwise structured at arm’s length

• Risks can include:
– Potential close relationships and frequent interactions with foreign officials (either 

customers at SOEs or regulators) – in some cases tied to marketing efforts or to 
regulatory approvals handled by local channel partners under local laws

– Potential gifts, entertainment, trips or other benefits for foreign officials (including 
SOE customers)

– Exports or re-exports of controlled products or technology beyond what is 
allowed

– Relationships with sanctioned individuals or sales to sanctioned parties
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Pre-Contract Compliance Risk Mitigation and Due 
Diligence (1)

• Companies should take appropriate steps to mitigate compliance 
risks before entering into any sale channel/distributor agreement

• Such steps are expected by U.S. enforcement agencies and robust, 
formal processes can help in defense of allegations of liability or 
mitigation of relevant penalties if issues occur

• Key due diligence/”know your customer” (KYC) risk mitigation steps:
– Documentation of clear, commercially-sound business case/rationale for sales 

channel partner selection and role, including as to qualifications and capabilities

– Sanctions/KYC screening and inquiries (including use of screening software or 
OFAC list screening; obtaining and contacting references; media or other 
research, including as to reputation or past legal issues involving distributor or 
key owners/managers; follow-up on any potential issues/”red flags” 
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Pre-Contract Compliance Risk Mitigation and Due 
Diligence (2)

• Key due diligence/”know your customer” (KYC) risk mitigation steps:
– Appropriately tailored written due diligence questionnaires and follow-up on issues identified

– Specific inquiries into any potential ties to foreign officials and follow-up to assess and 
respond to any identified connections or possible “red flags” (e.g., offshore payments or 
ownership; recommended use by SOE customer personnel)

– Documentation of commercial reasonableness/benchmarks for planned financial terms, such 
as discounts, financing, etc.

– Documented interviews of key channel partner personnel to assess credibility/capabilities

– Physical or remote inspection of facilities to ensure that potential partner has 
capabilities/infrastructure “as advertised” (lack of such capabilities can not only create 
business issues but also compliance “red flags” regarding, for example, whether the actual 
role of the partner is different than the role presented in a formal agreement)

– If dealing with goods or technology subject to export controls, assess local applicable laws 
and ability of potential partner to comply with those restrictions (including physical plant and 
security of IT infrastructure)
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Pre-Contract Issues:
Background on Compliance Risks – Competition Law

• Sales channels and other “vertical” arrangements generally allowed under U.S. and many other 
competition laws because they reduce costs and promote efficient distribution of product

• Issues arise if arrangements have the effect of reducing competition among companies operating 
at the same level (e.g., among retailers) or raise substantial barriers to new companies entering 
market

• Manufacturer-imposed conditions generally evaluated via “rule of reason” – weighing pro-
competitive benefits against anti-competitive effects

– Includes price, geographic, and customer restrictions
– Manufacturers must act on their own and not coordinate these restrictions with competitors
– Take caution before imposing such restrictions

• Sharing of commercially-sensitive information with customers can be legal, but should be 
evaluated based on relevant specifics and local laws

• U.S. antitrust authorities generally support IP licensing and related restrictions, but details matter 
and analysis is case-by-case 

• Local laws in some countries (e.g., China) may have different assumptions, provisions, or scope 
related to various issues -- companies should undertake efforts to understand relevant rules prior 
to establishing local sales channels
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Pre-Contract Competition Law Risk Mitigation

• Manufacturers should consult counsel before imposing restrictions on 
distributors or customers, including: price, geographic, and customer restrictions

• Vet contemplated restrictions under all applicable laws for potential anti-
competitive effects – noting that laws in various countries may vary in 
substance, effects on business, and reach/jurisdiction outside host countries

• If planned as an exclusive distributorship, vet any requirements under applicable 
laws

• Ensure that related issues, such as IP rights licenses, are reviewed for 
competition law compliance, and that needed steps to establish relevant 
protection of IP in host countries (e.g., patent or trademark registration) have 
been completed prior to initiation of discussions with potential sales channel 
partners
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction

• What if export controls/sanctions keep the seller from shipping as 
planned?

– Protect the seller with appropriate contract language

– Sample generic clause to include Export Restrictions (including those commonly 
referred to as “sanctions”) in your contract’s “force majeure” clause:

“Buyer understands that Seller is subject to certain restrictions under U.S. and potentially 
other laws as respects sales of goods to certain persons and into certain countries 
(“Export Restrictions”).  Export Restrictions may require Seller to obtain an export license 
in order to sell the Goods to Buyer, or may prohibit Seller from making the sale.  Export 
Restrictions are considered a “force majeure” under this Contract, that is, if Seller in its 
reasonable discretion considers that selling the Goods to Buyer as agreed presents a risk 
of violating Export Restrictions, Seller is excused from performance.”  (Sample generic 
clause; modify as needed to fit particular contract and circumstances)
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction (continued)

• What if export controls keep the seller from shipping as planned?
– Add “risk of violating Export Restrictions” as a specific instance of force majeure in 

your contract

– Or, simply use a separate clause that allows you not to ship under these 
circumstances

– In long-term sales contracts (e.g. shipments over period of years), can provide for 
termination of contract if Export Restrictions prohibit one or more planned sales
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction (continued)

• What if the buyer engages in conduct that exposes the seller to export 
controls/sanctions violations?

– Again, this should be dealt with in the contract

– Sample generic clause to prohibit Buyer or Distributor from engaging in conduct that 
exposes the Seller to export controls/sanctions violations:

“If to do so would expose Seller to a risk of export/sanctions laws violation, Distributor will 
not (a) sell the Goods to any particular buyer, or sell the Goods to one who Distributor has 
reason to believe will sell the Goods to any such buyer, or (b) sell the Goods into a 
particular country or to one who Distributor has reason to believe would sell the Goods 
into that country.”  (Sample generic clause; modify as needed to fit particular 
contract and circumstances)
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction (continued)

• What if the buyer engages in conduct that exposes the seller to export 
controls/sanctions violations?

– Include costs of defense and penalties for this specific conduct in the clause where 
Buyer or Distributor provides indemnification to the Seller

– Can provide for termination of distributorship agreement if exposure conduct engaged 
in or repeated violations

– Does the Seller want any kind of audit rights?
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction (continued)

• Make a Distributor promise to comply with the FCPA
– Ensure a Distributor does not expose the Seller to inadvertent FCPA violations by explaining what the 

Distributor can’t do in the parties’ contract

– Sample generic clause to bring FCPA to attention of Distributor and require compliance: 

“Distributor agrees that it will not pay, offer, or promise to pay (or authorize a payment, offer, or promise to pay) 
money or anything of value, directly or indirectly, to government officials, party officials, or candidates for 
government or party office, to influence any act or decision by those persons that would constitute a violation of 
law or duty in order to obtain, retain, or direct business (i.e. to induce the payee to improperly influence any 
government act or to secure an improper advantage).  Distributor understands that Supplier’s sale of the 
Products is subject to the United States Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”), and that Supplier’s sales of 
Products are subject to other similar anti-corruption laws from countries other than the United States that may 
have effect on Supplier or in the Territory.  Distributor understands that Supplier is committed to complying with 
all applicable anti-corruption and bribery laws, and Distributor declares its commitment to those laws as well.  
Distributor will cooperate with Supplier to provide such information as may be requested by government 
authorities in connection with those laws.”  (Sample generic clause; modify as needed to fit particular 
contract and circumstances)
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Standard Contract Provisions for “International Risk” 
Reduction (continued)

• Make a Distributor promise to comply with the FCPA
– Above clause doesn’t just say “comply with FCPA,” which the Distributor may know 

only as a buzzword, but explains what the Distributor can’t do, states affirmatively to 
government bodies who may read the clause that Supplier is committed to 
compliance, requires the Distributor to comply, and requires the Distributor to help 
Supplier if a violation develops.

– Clause also covers the laws of other countries, which Supplier may well not be familiar 
with

– Be sure to add a violation of this clause to contract indemnification provision

– May wish to provide for a required annual certification of compliance, Supplier audit 
rights, and attendance at Supplier training

– Having clause is a “mitigating factor” should a violation occur, and annual certification, 
audit, and training are further mitigating factors
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts

• Dispute Resolution Clause
– Choose a country’s laws to govern, and U.S. may not be the best

– Is the other party’s country a member of CISG?

– Choice of law doesn’t help with mandatory foreign law

– Provide for exclusive jurisdiction before a country’s courts or in arbitration

– U.S. judgment recognition varies by country and there may be none—consider 
international arbitration

– If opt for arbitration, exclude disputes where you might want injunctive relief, like IP 

– Whose breach is feared?  Where are the assets?
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Dispute Resolution Clause
– Sample generic clause providing for cross-border dispute resolution:

“Any and all disputes arising under or in connection with this Contract shall be (a) 
governed by the laws of the state of New York, excluding its conflicts of law provisions 
and application of the Convention on the International Sale of Goods, and (b) exclusively 
resolved by final and binding arbitration in New York City, State of New York, USA 
pursuant to the rules of the International Centre for Dispute Resolution of the American 
Arbitration Association and in the English language.  While this provision provides the 
exclusive means of dispute resolution with respect to such disputes, seeking injunctive 
relief in a court of law shall not be prohibited in connection with specific enforcement of 
Clauses ___________ of this Contract, nor shall seeking security pending arbitration be 
prohibited.”  (Sample generic clause; modify as needed to fit particular contract and 
circumstances)
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Termination of Relationship
– Be specific and incorporate particular breaches of the contract

– May want cure period for some breaches and immediate termination for others

– Consider short contract term and automatic renewal

– Be aware of mandatory law termination requirements in foreign countries, such as 
only certain reasons permissible and required notice periods

– And, be aware of required payments for “good will indemnity,” even if contract was for 
a fixed term
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• IP Protection
– Provide for acknowledgement of supplier’s specific IP rights in the goods sold

– Grant a limited license for use of particular IP e.g. in trademarks affixed to contract by 
exhibit, granted only during the term of the relationship, may be revoked by Supplier at 
will, requires use in manner consistent with accepted commercial practices, may not 
be misleading or disparaging

– May wish to require specific consent to any use of trademarks

– Prohibit registration of IP in any fashion, in particular domain names, trademarks, 
patents, and prohibit confusingly similar tag lines or including Supplier’s name in 
Distributor’s business name

– Register Supplier’s trademarks or patents in foreign country where Distributor will use, 
if sales sufficient to justify cost
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Payment and Currency Devaluation
– Specify currency of payment in sales contract or distribution agreement

– If obtain judgment or arbitration award in USD, may still have currency devaluation 
issue when enforce in foreign country

– Sample generic currency devaluation clause, for use separately or as part of 
“payment” clause:

“Should Supplier suffer any loss on amounts due from Distributor by reason of a currency 
fluctuation (for example, in connection with enforcement of any judgment or arbitration 
award recognized in a currency other than United States Dollars), Distributor shall owe 
Supplier, and shall promptly pay on demand, such additional amount in United States 
Dollars as is required to compensate Supplier for that loss.”  (Sample generic clause; 
modify as needed to fit particular contract and circumstances)
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Other Standard Clauses
– Specified geographical and potentially industry-related Territory; exclusive or non-

exclusive?  “House” accounts?

– Performance Metrics set annually that must be met to continue relationship

– Responsibility for foreign language marketing materials and attendance at Supplier 
training

– Requirement to stock particular types and quantity of inventory and Supplier 
repurchase requirement, if any

– Prohibition of Distributor’s (or its principals) marketing competing brands or carrying 
products of a competitor of Supplier

– Forecasting of Distributor’s needs wanted?
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Other Standard Clauses
– Form of Orders, pricing, payment terms, extension of credit, shipping/delivery terms, 

packaging

– Confidentiality of know-how, competitive and financial information

– Warranties and disclaimer, requirement for inspection and claim limitation period, 
remedies for breach of warranty

– Indemnification of Supplier by Distributor for third party losses due to Distributor’s 
fault and other issues

– Limitation of liability (likely constrained by mandatory foreign law)
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Important Standard Commercial Clauses in International 
Distribution Contracts (continued)

• Other Standard Clauses
– Force majeure, particularly brought into focus by the pandemic, to excuse 

performance

– Distributor’s handling of warranty claims for Supplier and reimbursement for handling

– Clause allowing recovery of attorney fees and litigation expenses in dispute 

– Interest on past due amounts
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Post-Contract Monitoring and Managing of Distributor 
Activities – Compliance Issues (1)

• Best practice -- formal compliance program that sets out compliance 
requirements, management expectations, and establishment of 
system of approvals that appropriately involve company legal or 
compliance personnel and financial gatekeepers tasked with 
maintenance of internal accounting controls – ideally integrated with 
ERP systems

• If issues are spotted, companies need established processes in 
place to assess their potential compliance impact (including timely 
alerts to legal/compliance function) and to address those issues in 
an appropriate time frame, with appropriate consequences for 
violations of agreement or law
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Post-Contract Monitoring and Managing of Distributor 
Activities – Compliance Issues (2)

• On-going monitoring of distributor activities related to compliance issues:
– Documenting contract performance and business justifications for decisions on discounts, financing terms, rebates, warranty 

issues, etc. – to prevent misuse or misdirection of funds that sales channel partners could potentially use to fund illegal payments 
or gifts/benefits and to ensure that such transactions continue to comply with competition law requirements

– Ensuring that any other compensation is commensurate with any services being provided (e.g., warranty or service/repair 
management, etc.) if that model is being used

– Periodic, documented training and messaging of sales channel partner personnel on compliance expectations regarding all 
compliance issues (may involve several trainings focused on different issues and possibly involving different partner personnel), 
delivered with the right messaging by relevant company managers making clear that sales channel partners must comply or face 
consequences under agreement terms, up to and including termination

– Regular training of company managers in charge of managing sales channel to communicate importance of compliance and 
educate on spotting potential legal “red flags” and issues, as well as reminding them of their accountability for sales channel 
partner behaviors

– Potentially obtaining annual compliance certifications and other documentation, such as export/re-export tracking documentation
– Monitoring of sales channel partner activities related to competitors to ensure that applicable competition law lines are not crossed
– Exercising audit rights and/or other reporting on activities as required by agreement
– Schedule for updating due diligence over time, to catch potential changes in ownership or status that could create issues such as 

links to officials or sanctioned parties

• Monitoring of changes in country conditions and treatment under applicable laws, such as changes to 
export controls or OFAC sanctions, as well as changes to other risk levels (e.g., new customers who are 
SOEs where there were none at time of inception of sales channel)


